Yardage

9227

Basic Gathered Swag
15 & 18” Depth

The swag patterns have a range of 30” to 54” wide and will hang 15” or 18” deep. There are no swag alterations
beyond these sizes. A chart is included for windows needing multiple swag sections. Shirring tape makes
these swags and jabots easy while maintaining a professional look. You have a choice between the standard
jabot and the teardrop jabot. The standard jabot is 37” deep, the teardrop jabot is 30” deep; both can be
extended longer.
Fabric Suggestions: Stay away from bulky fabrics. Soft fabrics are best. The jabots should line with a self or
contrast fabric. The swags can be lined with a regular drapery lining.

YARDAGE
With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes so you
can determine how they will fit on your fabric. If your fabric is not as wide as the pattern, you will need to allow more fabric for piecing.

The standard jabot pattern is 35” wide x 40” deep.
The teardrop jabot pattern is 35” wide x 34” deep.
Upright or Lengthwise Cut
SWAG
(The following measurements are for 18” depth............15” depth, 6” less in depth)
30” wide ....... the pattern is ......... 49” wide x 38” deep
42” wide ....... the pattern is ......... 60” wide x 38” deep
54” wide ....... the pattern is ......... 70” wide x 38” deep
Bias Cut
SWAG
(The following measurements are for 18” depth............15” depth, 6” less in width and depth)
30” wide..........the pattern is..........42” wide x 42” deep
42” wide..........the pattern is..........51” wide x 51” deep
54” wide..........the pattern is..........59” wide x 59” deep
Same amount of lining will be needed.

The maximum amount of double cord shirring tape needed will be 2 yards per swag and one yard per jabot.
If possible use Conso® #10819.
Yardage for Trims:
15” Depth
18” Depth
Each standard jabot ........................ 61” ................................. 61”
Each teardrop jabot ........................ 111” ............................... 111”
Each 30” swag ................................. 47” ................................. 54”
Each 42” swag ................................. 57” ................................. 64”
Each 54” swag ................................. 67” ................................. 74”

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet.

